
DESCRIPTION

MINIMA has always been the smallest model in the range of packaging machines that minipack®-

torre offers on the market. Designed for small/medium-sized production companies, this shrink

wrap machine provides versatility and minimum footprint as its main strengths. The absolute

reliability and high yield, combined with low energy consumption and easy use, are the

characteristics that make MINIMA one-of-a-kind in its category.

TECHNICAL FEATURES

Electrical power supply
120V 1Ph
200V 1Ph
230V 1Ph

Maximum power installed
1,2 kW (200/230V)
1,3 kW (120V)

Maximum current
5,2 A (200V)
6 A (230V)
10,5 A (120V)

Hourly output 0-300

Available dimensions of the sealing
bars

380x250 mm

MAX product size 350x240x140 mm

MAX Reel Dimensions (Ø x length) Ø200x350 mm

Machine dimensions (open hood) 930x550x580 mm

Machine dimensions (closed hood) 930x550x370 mm

Weight (Net/Gross) 36/48 kg

minipack®-torre shall not be held liable for typos or printing errors in this catalogue. It also reserves the right to make changes
to the specified features without prior notice. All trademarks are property of their respective owners and are hereby
acknowledged.

TECHNICAL DRAWING

Electronic board with optimal sealing and shrinking control, with 10 preset programs that can be

selected on the display. 4-digit display

Extra wide reel support to house standard Ø200x350 mm reels: extended operation and few

production stops.

2nd tabletop reel support

Carriage.

TECHNICAL FEATURES

OPTIONAL FEATURES

MINIMA EVO
TABLETOP MANUAL HEAT-SHRINK - MINIMUM CLEARANCE - SEALING BAR
380X250 MM
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